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Artificial Intelligence Completes
Beethoven's 10th Symphony

Superintendent Sets Goals
for 2022 School Year

By: Ewan Lederer-Barnes

By: Alayne Wilkins

On April 2nd, 1800, Ludwig van Beethoven wrote his
First Symphony. Twenty-seven years later, he died
on March 26th, 1827, at fifty-six years old. In this
time he wrote nine symphonies and started
working on a tenth one. For the 250th anniversary
of Beethoven’s birth, a group of scientists,
musicians,
and
computer
programmers
collaborated to make an artificial intelligence to
complete his Tenth Symphony. Sketches were
found that were some ideas he had for his tenth
symphony, as well as some notes that had some
more ideas on them.
They created the machine
to “think” like Beethoven.
It composed harmonies
and created new phrases.
Selecting sections sounding
like Beethoven,
the artificial intelligence
assigned instruments to
the different parts.
An orchestra has
recently performed the
Tenth Symphony and “Most people couldn’t tell
where the sketches stopped and when the AI
[started],” said Ahmed Elgammal, the head
computer scientist. When asked about if some
people disagree with artificial intelligence
replacing human creativity. “I see AI not as a
replacement, but as a tool — one that can open
doors for artists to express themselves in new
ways.”

Recently I got to talk with Dr. Silvernell about his
upcoming goals for the 2021-22 school year at CCS.
His first goal, which was discussed in July 2020
between the BOE, was a revised version of their
“Strategic Plan.” While this was discussed two more
goals were developed which called for highly
qualified professionals added to the district, and the
other was designed to research and implement new
programming based on student interests.
The second goal covered development plans for
reopening the school and how we will handle COVID.
Our school has a plan to try their best to keep our
school open all year long, by following COVID
guidelines and keeping students and faculty safe.
The third goal is a developed communication plan
between the school and community. This means the
school will approach communication to help the
community better understand what is going on
within the school.He stated the mascot issue
contributed to the structure of this goal.
The final goal discussed the superintendent, in this
case Dr. Silvernell, following the expectations and
duties of the BOE. Given the pandemic and recent
issues throughout the school, the duties of the
superintendent are now more complex and
important.
The Orange and Black welcomes opinions and
editorials on any school-appropriate topic. If you feel
strongly about a school or community issue, we also
encourage you to send in your thoughts whether it is
long or short. We want to hear your opinion. If you
wish to submit anything, send it to the newspaper
email found on the seventh page for review.

Interviewing Mr. Ziemer

The Indian Logo Must Go

By: Brailyn Wright and Julia Flint

By: Carter Wilkins

Mr. Ziemer is a resident teacher in Mrs. Gifford's
biology classes. We decided to ask him questions
to get to know him better. He said he came to
Cambridge because of his residency program. He
went to college at SUNY Plattsburgh, and was
originally from that area. He says his goal is to one
day become a superintendent.
“The best way to understand the challenges
teachers face is being a teacher and experiencing
them” says Ziemer. He was originally going to
choose history, but he ended up going with
biology. He enjoys being at Cambridge, and he
currently lives in Glens Falls, which is a forty five
minute drive every day. In the future he would like
to teach in Vermont, which is where his brother
currently lives.
He is the oldest sibling in his family, and in high
school he enjoyed playing track. Ziemer explained
some of his favorite things like his favorite animal,
place to eat, color, and things he enjoys doing. His
favorite animal is the sperm whale, which he says
is the biggest predator on earth, his favorite color
is green and in his free time he enjoys reading,
watching YouTube, and building terrariums. He
also has two cats named Stanley and Oshi.

In late August, the NYS Commissioner of Education
put a hold on the restoration of the Indian mascot
while she reviewed the decision after four local
families submitted a petition to her. After three
months, she reached her decision; the mascot must
go by July 2022.
She claimed that the Board "offered no meaningful
explanation" for why the mascot was restored in
July. She also said that the Board did not "refute"
the evidence that mascots are "harmful" provided
by multiple national groups. Her last claim was that
the Board "failed to explain" how the mascot
violated school policy in June, but not in July.
She said that the four families who petitioned also
submitted "proof" that the Board uses Native
"stereotypes," such as the utilization of the Plains
Indian headdress worn by an employee.
In response to the petition, the Board put out a
response on the district website. They said that they
are "disappointed" in the decision, and that they will
be "thoroughly and thoughtfully" deciding how to
move forward. At the December 9 meeting, BOE
President Jessica Ziehm said they will have an
update at the January 13 meeting once Vice
President Shay Price has enough time to review the
documents after his journey to Antarctica.
The Cambridge community remains divided on
the issue as they have been since this issue hit
Cambridge last November.
Some are frustrated with her decision claiming
Cambridge has been "singled out," and they urged
the Board to appeal the decision. There is a
billboard on Route 22, paid for by a local woman in
the community and others, that says: "RESTORE
THE PRIDE."
Others in the community call the decision
"excellent news," and are calling for unity in
Cambridge.

Attention All Seniors

Our class will need to pay the $4,500 fee to cover
the production cost of the 2022 yearbook. With
prom and a senior trip all being in the same year,
we would like to lower that cost as much as
possible.
We can do this by selling ads to local businesses
by the end of February. The officers will meet
soon to put a list together. Reach out to an advisor
or officer if you'd like to help.

By: Jessie McCauley

NHS Welcomes 15 New Members

On Thursday, December 2nd, the Lambda Sigma
Gamma Chapter of the National Honor Society held
their annual induction ceremony. They inducted 15
new members. The new members inducted into the
Society are as follows; Lauren Archambeault, Tristann
Crandall, Molly Czub, Evan Day, Kobe McManus,
Schuylar Nolan, Zachary Price, Olivia Record, Michael
Shaner, Maizie Steele, Ryan Sweet, Zoey Thomayer,
James Toleman (via remote), Emma Townsend, and
Isaac Wilkins. The current members, Hannah
Anuszewski, Adelyn Breault, Rochelle Daniels, Stasia
Epler, Collin Flint, Kordehlia Koopmann, Jadalynn
LeBarron, Desiree Monroe, Madeline Phillips, Anna
Schiele, and Carter Wilkins, escorted the new members
and helped them into their robes.
Once all of the inductees were brought to their seats,
they were given a candle and the NHS pledge was read
to them. After each inductee swore to maintain all four
of the NHS characteristics, Character, Leadership,
Scholarship, and Service, they signed the membership
book and collected a token of their membership. This
year marks 100 years since the establishment of the
National Honor Society, and it marks Cambridge’s 87th
annual induction ceremony.
In addition to the student induction, Jessica Emerich
was recognized for her dedication to her students
throughout the school year last year. Mother Nature
also added a memorable touch to the evening, as heavy
rain and strong winds caused a short power outage
while Principal Goss delivered her speech. Even with
these unexpected occurrences, everyone involved was
able to go with the flow and successfully continue on
with the ceremony. Congratulations to all!

Back L-R: Kobe McManus, Zachary Price, Ryan Sweet,
Isaac Wilkins, MJ Shaner, Evan Day, Tristann Crandall.
Front L-R: Molly Czub, Lauren Archambeault, Emma Townsend,
Schuylar Nolan, Zoey Thomayer, Maizie Steele,
and Olivia Record

Algebra II teacher,
Jessica Emerich,
presented with
award and gift by
member Stasia
Epler and President
Carter Wilkins

Mental Health
With Mrs. O'Hearn
Starting on Tuesday, November 9, Mrs. O'Hearn
and Ms. Lee will host an after-school check-in
group in the old computer lab, S-06.
The group is open to grades 10-12, and it gives
students an opportunity to get the support they
need (in a fun way) during these difficult times.

Snowy Evening
in Cambridge
By: Johanna Lynip
Soft snow drifting down
Cold white petals to settle on the ground
Trees with icy mantles
Cat paws in the new snow
Furry face at the door
Eager to sit by the fire eyeing the ornaments
Of a tree that sparkles
Shiny packages underneath
Purring cat to pet
Rubbing against cold fingers
A hot fire blazing in the hearth
Stockings for the morning
And the snow as soft as down outside
A view across the valley
Smoke from someone else’s fire
No more geese in the sky
Chased away by winter chill
Soft cat with snow in her fur

Both By: Isaak Koopmann

Christmas Break Recipe:
Dutch Cocoa Cookies

The Tale of Mittsus Pt. 2

By: Isabella Dow

By: Isaak Koopmann

🎄Ingredients 🎄
3 cups of flour
¾ cup special dark cocoa powder
1 tsp baking soda
½ tsp of salt
1 cup unsalted butter softened
2 cups sugar (plus sugar for coating)
2 eggs
2 tsp of vanilla

We got in the horse barn, and closed the sliding
door, and told our brother what happened. Hoping
that the kitten wouldn’t find where we’d gone, we
waited quietly. But our hopes were flattened when
we heard that little meowing sound coming from
the kitten, which was right outside the horse barn
door.
It sounded so sad and helpless, and we couldn’t
bear to listen to it. So we came up with an idea.
Since there was moist cat food in our graham's
house, we could just go in there, and feed him that.
So my sister quickly went out the door of the barn,
and ran to our grandma's house to get food. My
brother and I also went out of the horse barn, and
making sure not to touch the kitten, led him above
the horse barn to the straw barn, which was filled
with straw, and was nice and warm. My sister
came with the moist food, and set it down for the
kitten to eat.
He ate hungrily, and because of the white paws we
noticed he had, we decided to call him Boots. But
this name didn’t stick, and even though our cousin
wanted the name to remain as Boots, we refused
and renamed him Mittens.
We soon realized that Mittens wasn’t as scary as
we thought he was. Besides, he was just a sweet
little kitten, only begging for food and love. We
thought he was the nicest cat in the whole world,
one that was friendly to everyone else. But in the
years to come, he would prove us totally wrong…

🎅Direction🎅
Preheat the oven to 350 degrees. Combine flour,
cocoa, baking soda, salt, then set a side. Using a
mixer combine butter and sugar until creamy. Add
eggs one at a time into the creamed butter and
sugar and mix. ( still using the mixer) Add flour,
cocoa, baking soda, salt, mixter slowly only a little
bit at the time into the mixer and mix. Mix until
well combined. Wrap dough in plastic wrap and
chill for 1-2 hours or until firm. Roll dough small
balls. Pour ⅓ cup of sugar into a bowl. Roll each
individual little ball in sugar until completely
coated. Bake for 11-12 minutes.

Submitted by: Andrew Maher

Staff Biographies

General Information

Carter Wilkins is currently a senior at CCS, and he
edits the newspaper as well as the layout.

The Orange and Black is the official CCS
newspaper. We publish once a month towards the
beginning of the month.
We cover school news, sports, some community
highlights, and we have a large assortment of
entertainment for everyone's enjoyment.
We meet in Mrs. Armstrong's room, 224, usually
once a week unless we don't need one. If you want
to attend one, listen to the announcements in the
morning or ask one of the members when the next
one is. You are more than welcome to attend the
meeting to see if you are interested without
committing to the club.

Jaiden Farrell is currently a junior at CCS, and he
serves as the chief of sports, occasionally covering
important league games.
Isabelle Flint is currently a sophomore at CCS, and
she serves as the chief of photography to make
sure we get pictures of important school events.
Chaylyn Harrington is currently a sophomore at
CCS, and she serves as the chief of entertainment
to bring a wide variety of entertaining pieces.
Alayne Wilkins is currently a freshman at CCS, and
she works with her co-chief to report on important
school information, such as the CCS mascot issue.
Julia Flint is currently a freshman at CCS, and she
works with her co-chief to report on important
school information, such as interviews with
teachers.
The Orange and Black has many other students
who regularly submit articles, comics, and more.
There is always room for new members, so please
reach out if you want to join. If you don't want to
be committed to a club, that's okay too. You can
submit things to our email on your own to be
included.

Contact Information

Club Advisor- rachael.armstrong@camrbridgecsd.org
Editor-in-Chief- cwilkins@cambridgecsd.org
Newspaper- orangeandblack@cambridgecsd.org

Logo Contest Rules
The Orange and Black staff would like to give the
student body an opportunity to come out and help
us design a logo to go with our heading on the front
page. If you would like to enter a design to be
considered, read the rules below before
submitting.
1.) We would prefer if the logo matched the orange
and black color scheme.
2.) The logo needs to be easily replicated so that it
can be designed for a digital format.
3.) On top of being able to be replicated, it should
also be a small enough size to fit on the front page
with the heading, so a ton of detail won't be
necessary.
4.) The logo should be submitted to the newspaper
email by December 1.
5.) The logo cannot include anything resembling,
or alluding to, the Indian mascot to avoid conflict
and controversy.

Sports Are Back at CCS
Sports are back in action at Cambridge
Central School for the winter seasons. The
Boys' and Girls' Varsity basketball teams are
off to a rocky start with records of "0-5" and
"0-4" according to players from both of those
teams.
THESE WERE THE REPORTED RECORDS AS OF
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 17.

Boys' photos submitted by: Eric Wilkins

Photo by Makayla McLenithan

The Orange and Black is looking for people to
report sports information through out the
season. This would require you to contact
coaches and/or players, but you would not
have to go to sports games. Contact any of the
emails found on the previous page if you are
interested in doing so.

